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The 21st profile in the Cleveland Performing Arts Examiner ACTOR PROFILE series features actor, AARON MUCCIOLO. This series (in

interview form) is in process to “get to know” some of our own northeastern Ohio talent. Profiles will feature equity and non-equity

actors, stage and screen actors, as well as young, old and in-between actors. These are your peers and your neighbors - please

enjoy!

Full Name: Aaron Mucciolo (but most people call me Mooch) 

Age: 30 (I know! I don't look it.) 

Years acting: 18 (Lil' Abner in 7th Grade counts, right?) 

“Day Job”: Web designer 

Resident city: Oberlin, OH 

Acting training: BA in Theater, Oberlin College

Kate Miller: When you were a kid, what did you want to be when you grew up, Aaron? 

Aaron Mucciolo: I'm sure I went through the usual phases (astronaut, superhero...) but the only thing I held to for a while was teacher.

My parents both taught for over 30 years each and I expect I'll spend some extended period teaching later in life – social studies or

theater most likely.

KM: So how did you go from wanting to be a teacher to actually working in web design? 

AM: It's more how I wound up doing web design as my 'full time' job. After college I found a bad fit of a job in California and bounced

back to Oberlin, where I stumbled into a perfectly fine fit of a job doing fundraising. After three years, though, I figured out that a

steady office job wasn't in and of itself enough to keep me working a 9-5 job. Really... I wasn't interested in settling for 'perfectly fine'

or 'good' anymore. Working for myself, having a schedule that lets me do theater and improv, having time for house projects – right

now this is worth way more to me than a steady paycheck (and some of the headaches that come up working in any office). Benefits

would be nice though, I won't lie.

Aaron Mucciolo
Ma'ayan Plaut
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KM: Why did you start acting? 

AM: I tell you, Kate - this question has absolutely stumped me and I'm getting nowhere answering it so I'm afraid I'll have to leave it

blank, as it were.

KM: OK! Any other actors in your family? 

AM: No, but my brother runs a circus troupe in Boston. He will always be much, much cooler than me. Both of my grandfathers were

involved in film and television – one produced and directed, especially commercials, the other ran craft services at a studio for a

while.

KM: Your brother runs a circus troupe? Have you ever thought about running away and joining the circus? 

AM: Never - I leave that to him. I have thought about running away to New York or L.A. for as many auditions as I can fit in before my

money runs out. I continue toying with joining the CIA, but after working for the federal government, that's less appealing than I

sometimes dream it to be.

KM: Do you sing? 

AM: I can carry a tune.

KM: Dance? 

AM: Socially, yes (salsa anyone?), and when needed in musicals over the years, but I don't have any formal training.

KM: Play an instrument? 

AM: I played violin for years, but I haven't even opened the case in at least two. I should modify my earlier “I can carry a tune” to note

that I used to sing a lot, was in musicals, and a capella groups, and honors choirs, but I'm very out of practice these days. I think my

range has dropped to close to an octave, which is shameful, really.

KM: What’s your favorite role you’ve ever played? 

AM: You've never heard of it – Bobby Carhardt, chief of staff to a suddenly-outed Senator in a semi-improvised drama that's being

turned into a play. 

KM: You’re right – I’ve never heard of it, but am sure it’ll be a smash when it’s complete!

KM: What is your dream role? 

AM: I haven't compiled a 'hit list' yet, something I'll do as I read more scripts. I always love ensemble pieces with sharp writing – a

good spy-themed TV series would probably do it.

KM: Have you done TV or movies? If so, how does acting for the screen differ from the stage? 

AM: I used to think that there was a significant difference in terms of the scale of work, i.e. how a tiny gesture in a shot can go a long

way, but wouldn't really read on stage. Having worked more in close-up theater environments, I no longer see that as a hard and fast

rule about camera vs. stage. Depending on the shot schedule and the director style, of course, on-camera work can be more

piecemeal, so the onus is on you to tie the arc of the lines and scene together – that's probably the biggest difference, that a scene

may be filmed out of order.

KM: Any particular venues where you work primarily? 

AM: Big Dog Theater in Coventry (www.bigdogtheater.com) and the annual Oberlin Summer Theater Festival (www.oberlin.edu/ostf)

are my repeat offenders.

KM: Why do you love acting? 

AM: Gah, another one of these questions! All the standard answers – endorphins, the chance to explore things beyond oneself,

connecting with the audience – apply, but the real answer for me, right now, is simpler: it's fun and often exciting, and I'm good at it.

KM: Have you ever been involved behind the scenes? 

AM: Oh yes. Before OSTF started up in 2009, I could honestly say that the only money I'd ever made in theater was from doing tech

(which is not what my degree is in, of course). I've done all the backstage stuff, stage managed a 1,500 person party once, built sets in

Kentucky and hung lights in New York. But my real tech love is light design (and teaching the basics of it) for theater and especially

dance. I don't know what it is but, to borrow from a friend, I can't get enough of making the shiny things go flashy-flash. I coach more

than I direct, working with some of the troupes on campus or helping with a class at the high school.

KM: Who are your favorite actors and actresses? 
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AM: I'll watch anything with Alexander Siddig, Oliver Platt, or Allison Janney in it. Oh, and Gary Oldman. Picking actors I admire is best

done like talking sports greats – run through great movies, great plays, great performances, and more and more names will pop up,

be weighed, and some will enter this abstracted pantheon of 'favorites'.

KM: How do you prep for an audition? 

AM: Poorly, if some of my recent tries are any indication! But seriously... I'm from the pick-an-action-and-go-with-it school of rehearsing,

and I generally do the same with auditions. I'll spend time with the script, reading the entire thing if I can (that often doesn't happen),

pick a clear action and a couple of tactics that make sense for the scene, then try to step through the reading hitting those tactics.

Physically and character-wise, I'll often find some small, specific aspect or mental trigger – a la Uta Hagen's coat or accent – so I'm not

waltzing through the scene as myself.

KM: How do you reward yourself for getting a role you wanted? 

AM: Interesting question – I don't know if I ever specifically have rewarded myself for getting a part. I have left auditions feeling very

positive about my chances, and that usually rolls into drinks with friends, an evening out, that sort of thing. When the pressure is off (for

the moment) and if I feel there's good reason to celebrate, I celebrate a little.

KM: What do you do to get through a rough tech week? 

AM: What constitutes a rough tech? I ask because, maybe I've just been lucky, but I haven't had a really exhausting tech period since

a badly run college show years ago. To compensate for the longer hours and sometimes more tiring repetition of tech, though, I make

sure to have proper time to decompress when not in the theater; if possible, I shift other things off my schedule that week so I can

sleep fully, not have to rush to the theater for call, etc. It's a holistic approach. Sometimes it even works.

KM: What’s the hardest part about acting? 

AM: I've gotten back into acting more regularly only in the last couple of years, and what's been the hardest adjustment for me is just

the schedule and pace, particularly getting off book faster so I can explore the character faster so I can work with my cast mates more

thoroughly. I don't think that's really the hardest part of the craft day-to-day, though. For me, it's staying in the moment without

straining. That means clearing my head, finding that switch or trigger to start me rolling, and then not letting myself get distracted,

consciously or unconsciously. It's not hard as in taxing – at least not usually – it's just not an instantly doable thing each rehearsal or

show.

KM: Hobbies? 

AM: Home repairs. No, really – it's not just necessary for keeping my house in order, I love planning and building, figuring out how

things go together and seeing the end result and knowing I made it happen.

KM: Random- Do you have any pets? 

AM: No - I sometimes forget I have a garden.

KM: Random- Paper or plastic? 

AM: Reusable. I've got four of them in my car.

KM: Random- Democrat? Republican? Other? 

AM: Independent, thought I voted in the Democratic primary this spring for one candidate I really liked.

KM: What’s your favorite spot to eat in Cleveland? 

AM: Nate's Deli in Ohio City – fast, delicious, and I go there with good friends after we've shopped the Market.

KM: Finally, Aaron - Why do YOU think Cleveland rocks? 

AM: They're entirely sedimentary, aren't they? From the ancient lakes next to the Allegheny Plateau. I'm sorry - I thought that was,

'what are Cleveland rocks?' Wow. That was lame even for me! Cleveland has all these places – restaurants, theaters, parks, bars – that

I want to go back to again and again, where I feel if not at home, certainly welcomed, and where I know I'm going to get quality for my

time and money. Maybe it's just living nearby for more than a decade now, but I haven't felt that comfortable in so many places in any

other town.

### 

Do you have a Cleveland area performing arts related story or event? If so, contact Cleveland Performing Arts Examiner KATE MILLER

at KateMillerExaminer@yahoo.com with your pitch!
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